
THE EFFECTIVECRYSTAL FIELDMETHODOLOGYAS USEDTO INCORPORATE TRANSITIONMETALS INTOMOLECULARMECHANICS
ANDREI L. TCHOUGR�EEFFKarpov Institute of Physical Chemistry,Vorontsovo pole 10, Moscow 103064, RussiaandCenter for Computational Chemistry,Keldysh Institute for Applied Mathematics,Miusskaya pl. 4, Moscow 125047, Russia1. IntroductionTransition metal complexes (TMC) of biological signi�cance are too largefor a complete quantum chemical treatment. Thus incorporation of tran-sition metal atoms (TMA) into the general molecular mechanics (MM)formalism [1] would be highly desirable [2, 3]. However, the problem ofmolecular modeling TMAmust not be limited to obtaining appropriate MMpotentials. The ability of the MM approach (when extended to TMA) todescribe potential energy surfaces for di�erent low energy electronic statesof TMCs is of equal importance. Such states are accessible, for example, inexperiments on spin transitions [4]. Multiple spin states are also involved inoxygen binding by the heme containing proteins [5]. The most importantfeature of such a combined method is the necessity to implement di�er-ent levels of the description of electronic structure in the di�erent parts ofthe system. These parts are (i) the isolated group of strongly correlatedd-electrons on the metal atom and (ii) electrons in the closed shell of theligands. The physical reason for a distinction between electrons in the lig-ands and those in the d-shell is that in an organic molecule one can neverdistinguish the multiplet terms of the component atoms. In contrast, thed-shell of a transition metal ion in a complex largely retains the systemof electronic terms that it had in the free state. Due to speci�c propertiesof electrons in the d-shell, di�erent levels of electron correlation must beachieved to describe electrons in the d-shell and those in the ligand orbitals



2properly. This requirement has been successfully implemented in the ef-fective crystal �eld (ECF) method [6]. In Sect. 2 of the present paper wediscuss the underlying principles and give an account of the ECF method.Sect. 3 is a brief review of the current implementation of the ECF approachand of some recent results. In Sect. 4 new developments and extentions ofthe ECF methodology, including its combination with MM are reviewed.2. Theoretical BackgroundBoth semi-empirical and ab-initio methods based upon the self consistent�eld (SCF) approximation [7] have been used to calculate the ground andlow energy excited states of TMCs [8]. Although ab-initio calculations in-volving large CI expansions or a special set of con�gurations in the MCSCFwave function can lead to a reasonable agreement of the calculated and ob-served characteristics of TMC, these calculations are restricted to relativelysmall systems and can hardly be used for screening large portions of thecon�gurational space which is necessary for molecular dynamics modelingof metal containing enzymes.Despite the reasonable agreement between the observed properties ofTMCs and those calculated by SCF based semi-empirical methods somefundamental problems remain unsolved. These include (for more detaileddiscussion see [6, 9] and references therein):(i) the Koopmans Theorem is not valid for the states with large contribu-tions from the atomic d-states;(ii) the Aufbau-principle frequently breaks down for orbitals with signi�cantcontributions from atomic d-states;(iii) the iteration procedures implied by the SCF scheme oscillate or con-verge very slowly.The Koopmans Theorem relates the SCF orbital energies to ionizationpotentials. For organic molecules the di�erence between the minus orbitalenergy (i.e. the ionization potential according to Koopmans Theorem) andthe experimental ionization potential is usually small. For TMCs the dis-agreement with experiment can amount to 10 � 20 eV for levels with sig-ni�cant contribution from d-orbitals (see [9] and references therein). Thissuggests that the behavior of d-electrons in TMCs is not consistent withthe SCF picture, where independent electrons move in the mean �eld in-duced by the nuclei and other electrons. In contrast, d-electrons are stronglycorrelated.Another rarely recognized problem is the break down of the Aufbau-principle (i.e. the rule that the MO's are �lled with pairs of electrons start-ing from the lowest energy orbital). This occurs frequently in the semi-empirical calculations of TMCs, where empty or singly occupied orbitals



3are calculated to have lower orbital energies than some doubly occupiedorbitals. This generally happens to orbitals derived from d-atomic orbitals.It can be checked [6] that the Slater determinants which break the Aufbau-principle do not represent minima of the SCF energy functionals but saddlepoints. Namely this causes the well known but rarely reported problemswith the convergence of the SCF iterations. More distressing than the con-vergence problems is the fact that the success of SCF based semi-empiricalmethods is achieved by the loss of the con�dence that the obtained Slaterdeterminants represent the minima of the SCF energy functional. The pa-rameterization of a semi-empirical Fock operator for TMAs, that uses atrial wave function which is not a stable solution of the SCF problem is adoubtful procedure.It follows that there are some fundamental problems in the quantumchemical description of the electronic structure of TMCs. They are due tothe important role of electron correlations in the d-shell. The description ofelectrons in the ligands with SCF methods seems to cause less problems.The state of the quantum chemical description of TMCs described aboveis in sharp contrast to the situation with understanding of their electronicstructure. The experimental data on d-d excitation spectra can be success-fully interpreted with models equivalent to the crystal �eld theory (CFT)[10, 11]. This is because the speci�c properties of TMCs are controlled bythe d-electrons. Their low energy excitations are responsible for the charac-teristic absorption bands in the optical spectra and for the magnetic prop-erties. The ground state spin depends on the balance between Coulombrepulsion of d-electrons and their interaction with the ligands which inducean external �eld. These features apparently correspond to the situation de-scribed by the na��ve CFT where all interesting events happen in the d-shellof TMA's whose ligand environment remains inert [10]. Thus the quali-tative physical picture provided by the CFT is correct to a large extent.This is due to the correct form of the electronic wave function which isused implicitly. The wave function of a complex in the CFT is a productof the multiplet (full CI) state for a �xed number of d-electrons and of anunspeci�ed closed shell state of the remaining electrons in the ligands. Theligand electrons are not considered explicitly, and that is why crystal �eldscan not be satisfactorily calculated within the CFT's own framework. Thishas been achieved in the ECF method [6].The formal derivation of the E�ective Crystal Field method proceeds asdescribed in the literature [6]. The whole set of the valence atomic orbitals(AO) of a TMC (including the 4s-, 4p-, and 3d-AO's of the metal center andthe valence AO's of all ligand atoms) is separated into two parts. The �rstcontains only 3d-orbitals of the TMA (d-system). The second part contains4s- and 4p-AO's of the TMA and the valence orbitals of the ligand atoms



4(ligand system or l-system). The total Hamiltonian for a TMC can bewritten as the sum: H = Hd +Hl +Hc +Hr (1)where Hd is the Hamiltonian for the d-electrons in the �eld of atomic coresof the TMC, Hl is the Hamiltonian for the electrons of the l-system, Hcand Hr are operators for the Coulomb and resonance interactions betweenthe two systems.The exact wave function �(N) for any N -electron state of a TMC canbe presented in the form [12]:�(N) = XnkmCkm(n;N � n)�kd(n) ^ �ml (N � n) (2)where �kd(n) are the n-electron wave functions for the metal d-orbitals;�ml (N � n) are the (N � n)-electron wave functions for the l-orbitals;Ckm(n;N�n) are variation parameters. For most of the Werner-type TMCs�kd(n) functions with a speci�c value n give a major contribution to eq. (2).This particular value of n depends on the oxidation state of the transitionmetal atom in the TMC. The terms in eq. (2) with other values of n pro-vide some smaller corrections. The wave function �n for the n'th electronicstate of a TMC is then assumed to take the form:�n = �nd (nd) ^ �l(N � nd) (3)where �nd (nd) is the spin and symmetry adapted nd-electron wave functionof the metal d-orbitals, and �l is the (N � nd)-electron wave function ofthe l-orbitals. For TMCs with closed-shell ligands, the ground state of thel-system can also be described by a closed-shell Slater determinant �l(1A1)with zero total spin. Thus, both the spin multiplicity and the point sym-metry of the function eq. (3) coincide with those of the functions �nd of thed-system.The two function multipliers in eq. (3) must be determined from theenergy minimum condition. A serious problem arises due to the fact thatwave functions of the type used in eq. (3) correspond to a �xed integernumber of electrons in the d-shell. Therefore, all matrix elements of theresonance (electron hopping) operator Hr for the functions of that typevanish. In order to include the e�ects of the resonance interaction betweenthe subsystems, we consider the e�ective Hamiltonian Heff [6, 7] whichoperates in the subspace spanned by the functions of eq. (3). Its eigenvaluescoincide with those of the exact Hamiltonian of eq. (1):



5Heff = PHoP +HRRHo = Hd +Hl +HcHRR = PHrQ(EQ�QHoQ)�1QHrP (4)Here, P is the operator projecting on the subspace of functions with the�xed number nd of d-electrons; Q = 1� P .The variational problem for the e�ective Hamiltonian Heff of eq. (4)in the P -subspace transforms into a system of equations for the functions�nd and �l (see e.g. [6, 7]): Heffd �nd = End�ndHeffl �l = El�lHeffd = Hd+ < �l j Hc +HRR j �l >Heffl = Hl+ < �nd j Hc +HRR j �nd > (5)Since the l-system is described by a single Slater determinant �l, the lattermust be found from the SCF procedure applied to the Fockian F effl , derivedfrom the Hamiltonian Heffl by the standard method [7, 13]. Proceedingsemi-empirically we use the CNDO parameterization [13] for all the l-AO's.The solution of the SCF problem for the l-system with the approximateCNDO Fock operator gives the one electron density matrix Pkl, the energiesof the molecular orbitals (MO) �i, and MO-LCAO coe�cients cik. Thesequantities completely describe the electronic structure of the l-system. Theyare used to construct the e�ective Hamiltonian Heffd of eq. (5) by averagingthe operators Hc and HRR over the ground state �l of the l-system. Thisyields the e�ective Hamiltonian Heffd in the form [6]:He�d =X���U e��� d+��d�� + 12 X����X�� (�� j ��)d+��d��d+��d�� (6)where the d-electron Coulomb interaction term is that of the free ion andthe e�ective core attraction parameters U e��� contain contributions from theCoulomb and the resonance interaction of the d- and l-systems:U e��� = ���Udd +W atom�� +W field�� +W cov�� (7)where W atom�� = ���(Xi2s;p g�iPii) (8)is the repulsion of electrons in the d-shell from those in the 4s- and 4p-AO'sof the metal;



6 W field�� =XL (PLL � ZL)V L�� (9)is the Coulomb interaction of d-electrons with the net charges on the ligandatoms, in the standard CFT form; andW cov�� = �Xi ��i��i(1� ni�Edi � ni�Eid ) (10)takes into account the resonance. In eqs. (8)-(10) Pii is the diagonal matrixelement of the one-electron density matrix of the l-system; PLL =Pl2L Pllis the electron population of the ligand atom L; ZL is the core charge of theligand atom L; V L�� is the matrix element of the potential energy operatordescribing the interaction between a d-electron and an electron placed onthe ligand atom L;ni is the occupation number of the i'th l-MO (ni = 0or 1); �Edi (�Eid) is the energy necessary to transfer an electron from thed-shell (from the i'th MO) to the i'th MO (to the d-shell):�Edi = Ii �Ad � gid�Eid = Id �Ai � gid (11)��i is the resonance integral between the �'th d-orbital and the i'th l-MO,described by the resonance integrals ��k between the �'th d-AO and thek'th l-AO: ��k = �(Id + Ik)S�k�ML (12)where Id and Ik are the valence state ionization potentials, S�k is the over-lap integral between the �'th d-AO and the k'th l-AO, and �ML is theonly adjustable parameter (see below), speci�c for each ML pair, where Mstands for a transition metal atom and L stands for a ligand donor atom(nitrogen, oxygen etc.).After establishing the form of the e�ective Hamiltonian for d-electrons,the states of nd electrons in the d-shell are calculated by diagonalizationof the matrix associated with Heffd in the nd-electron wave function basisset. The ground state of the complex is given by the external product ofthe ligand Slater determinant and the nd-electron wave function, obtainedby diagonalization of Heffd , which leads to the lowest eigenvalue. The d-d excited states are products of other nd-electron functions with the sameSlater determinant. The excitation energies are equal to di�erences betweenthe eigenvalues of Heffd .



73. Standard Implementation and Recent ResultsThe ECF method has been developed originally with a speci�c aim to cal-culate d-d spectra of TMCs. The only interest in the electronic structure ofthe ligands was to estimate the ECF. Therefore, the simplest semi-empiricalCNDO method [13] was used to calculate the characteristics of the l-system.From eqs. (7)-(12) it follows that all quantities that are involved in the de-termination of the ECF (i.e. ionization potentials, partial atomic charges)may be obtained with reasonable accuracy from CNDO calculations on or-ganic molecules. Calculations for a series of octahedral ML2+6 and ML4�6complexes, where M = Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu; L = H2O, NH3,F�, Cl�, CN� were reported [6, 14, 15] . From these, the parameters �MLwere obtained by comparision to experimental values of 10Dq [16]. In allcases we observe excellent agreement between calculated and experimentalspin state and symmetry of the ground state. d-d Spectra of the excita-tions were reproduced with the accuracy of 2000 cm�1. We also appliedthe ECF/CNDO method to ML4Z2 compounds with the same ligands L asabove and Z = H2O,Py, NCS� [17], and to metalloporphyrins [9]. The spinmultiplicities and the spatial symmetry of the ground states of the mixedligand complexes are correctly reproduced by the ECF/CNDOmethod. Thesame is true for the energies and symmetries of the lower excited states.Based on the successful prediction ot the ground state spin and symme-try for a variety of TMCs we studied the spin transition of cis-[Fe(bipy)2-(NCS)2] [18] which is well documented [4] and where the experimentalmolecular geometries are known for both spin isomers [19]. The ECF/CNDOcalculations reproduce the change of the total spin of this quasi-octahedrald6 complex from S = 0 (low-spin) to S=2 (high-spin) which accompaniesthe increase of the Fe-N distances by � 0.15 { 0.20 �A. It was also possibleto predict low-energy d-d excited states for both spin forms in acceptableagreement with the experiment.The successfull description of the Fe(II) spin isomenrs motivated usto address the problem of the spin states of myoglobine (Mb) [20]. Theinterpretation of the kinetics of the binding of small molecules like CO,O2 or NO to Mb is controversial [5, 21, 22]. It is known that the reactionrates are controlled by the electronic states of the reactants and products.The ground state of Mb is a quintet, CO and O2 have singlet (1�+) andtriplet (3�g) ground states, respectively, and MbCO as well as MbO2 bothhave singlet ground states. According to the spin coupling rules [23], thebinding of both CO and O2 is a spin forbidden process for Mb in the S=2ground state since a change of the total spin of either systems (Mb + CO orMb + O2) is required. It emerges that an interpretation of the low-energyelectronic spectum of Mb might be useful for the analysis of the binding



8kinetics. We note that SCF ab-initio calculations of iron porphyrins (FeP)may give erroneous results with a bias towards high-spin ground states.A high-quality ab-initio study on FeP the ground state has erroneouslybeen found to be a quintet [24]. Moreover, ab-initio approaches are tooexpensive to use for screening of large portions of the nuclear con�gurationspace. We have studied the ground state spin and symmetry of the iron(II)porphyrine imidazole complex in dependence of the coordination spheregeometry [20]. Following earlier suggestions [5] we computed its electronicground and several low-energy excited states for a two dimensional area inthe coordinate space de�ned by two internal coordinates: namely, by thatof the shift of the Fe atom perpendicular to the porphyrine plane (rFe�Ctr),and by the distance between the Fe atom and the imidazole nitrogen atom(rFe�N�). The results are depicted on Fig. 1. Three types of ground statesare possible in a rectangle with rFe�Ctr = 0.0 { 0.5 �A and rFe�N� = 2.0 {2.3 �A. The 5B2g state is the ground state in a small region with a large shiftof Fe from the center of the porphytin ring. The experimental geometry ofMb falls in this area, and Mb has a quintet ground state [21]. With a shortFe�N� distance ( rFe�N� = 2.0 �A) the ground state is a singlet (1A1g)provided the rFe�Ctr distance is smaller than 0.45 �A. A relatively smallelongation of the axial Fe-N� bond results in a triplet (3Eg) ground state.This is not surprising, since the ECF/CNDO calculation [9] of the fourcoordinated iron(II) porphyrine yields this ground state, in agreement withab-initio calculations and experiment [25].The analysis of the electronic states found in the the ECF/CNDO study[20] may have consequences for the interpretation of the bindingmechanism.This follows from the accepted idea [5] that slow motions of the proteinbackbone are transferred to the iron center and can change its spin stateand consequently its reactivity towards dioxygen binding. The motions ofthe axial imidazole ligand may bring the heme to areas in the coordinatespace where it has either singlet or triplet electronic state. The binding ofCO (singlet) or O2 (triplet) are then spin allowed processes. The bindingkinetics of these small molecules is therefore a�ected by the rate with whichthe heme enters the areas in the coordinate space where it has the groundstate required for either reaction.4. Further DevelopmentsUp to this point we have described the ECF method and analyzed theresults of its application to the calculation of the d-level splitting and d-d spectra in a series of TMCs. The ECF method allowed us to performsystematic calculations of the crystal �eld for various ligand environments.The results of these calculations are in fair agreement with the experimental
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Figure 1. Map of the ground state spin of heme as a function of the Fe-N� and Fe-Ctrdistances.data, particularly with respect to the spin multiplicity of the ground statesof the complexes. Let us turn now to possible extensions of the method.In the simple version of the ECF/CNDO method the electronic struc-ture of the ligands is treated within the CNDO approximation. A moredetailed description of the ligand electronic structure can be obtained withthe INDO parameterization [13]. This has been done for a series of octahe-dral complexes, metalloporphyrins, and chlorocuprates [26]. In all cases theground states and the excitation spectra of the compounds are in agreementwith available experimental data.A further application of the ECF methodology is to develop a methodfor the calculation of potential energy surfaces (PESs) of TMCs. This ispossible with the representation of the total energy of the TMC in theform [7, 29]: En = Eeffd (n) +EL (13)where Eeffd (n) is the energy of the n'th state of the e�ective Hamiltonianof eq. (6) for d-electrons, EL is the energy of the ligands. This expressionis general [7] and represents the total electronic energy of the n'th state ofa TMC if it is described by the electronic wave function of the form of eq.(3). The CNDO or INDO parameterizations for the ligands are probablyof high enough accyracy when we only need the charge distribution in theligands and the orbital energies at �xed experimental geometries. However,



10these methods are not accurate enough for geometry optimizations (or moregenerally for computations of PESs) of TMCs since an accurate core-corerepulsion will be required. Therefore in a recent study [27] the SINDO/1method [28] was used for the calculation of the electronic structure of theligand sphere. So far the ECF/SINDO1 method has only been tested for afew molecules at their experimental geometries. These results are promis-ing and they provide an accurate description of the ground state spins,symmetries and excitation energies. In cases where the SINDO/1 methodcan be used for the analysis of the geometry of the ligands the combinedECF/SINDO1 method must also lead to accepatble results in the analysisof complex geometries and PESs. In fact, any semi-empirical method thatgives a reasonable description of the PES of organic molecules can be usedin combination with the ECF methodology for the d-shell of TMAs. Cur-rently, we are testing the possibility to combine the ECF approach withthe MINDO/3 parameterization [30] for the ligands.An alternative to the step by step improvement of semi-empirical de-scriptions of the ligand's electronic structure for the computation of thePES of TMCs is to use the MM approximation to calculate the ligand'senergy EL. Here the ECF/CNDO or ECF/INDO method is only retainedfor the d-shell electrons [29]. This simply replaces the ligand's energy ELby Emm, estimated by an MM calculation. The total energy of the n-thelectronic state of the complex then has the form:En = Eeffd (n) +Emm (14)The energies Eeffd (n) of the d-shells are calculated with the ECF/CNDO (orECF/INDO) method. Two aspects are important here: First, the ECF/MMapproach based on eq. (14) allows the use of a single MM potential forthe ligands for all electronic states of the metal center. This is becausethe electronic energy of the d-shell is calculated explicitly. This approachdoes not require di�erent parameters of the MM potentials for di�erentspin states of the complex. The "di�erent ionic radii" for the ions of thedi�erent spin states are obsolete (see below). Second, the MM potentialsfor TMAs extracted from structural data on TMCs cannot be used directlyin eq. (14) since they include implicitly e�ects of the d-shells.The ECF/MM approach has been used to calculate energy pro�les ofcis-[Fe(bipy)2(NCS)2] (see also Sect. 3) [29]. The ECF/CNDO method usedbefore [18] must now be completed by the MM potential representing lig-and's energy. We used the standard MM2 parameterization for all atomsexcept iron, for which no bending or torsional terms were used and thebond stretching potential was modeled by a Morse function:EFe�Nb = DFe�N(1� e��Fe�N (r�r0Fe�N ))2; (15)
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Figure 2. Calculated energy pro�les for the spin states of cis-[Fe(bipy)2(NCS)2].The following parameter values were used to reproduce the experimentallydetermined positions of the PES's minima along the Fe-N bond-length co-ordinates for the low-spin and high-spin states:r0Fe�Nbipy = 2:035 �A;DFe�Nbipy = 70:0 kcal=mol; �Fe�Nbipy = 2:0 �A�1;r0Fe�NNCS = 1:975 �A;DFe�NNCS = 40:0 kcal=mol; �Fe�NNCS = 3:0 �A�1:(16)Results of our calculation are shown in Fig. 2. It is indeed possible to re-produce the whole qualitative picture of the lowest electronic terms derivedfrom experiment [4, 31] with a single MM potential for the ligands and theECF/CNDO d-electron energy. Di�erent Fe-N distances for the hs and lsforms of the complex result from the well balanced contributions of a singleligand potential for each donor (eq. (16)) and the geometry sensitive d-shellenergy obtained by the ECF/CNDO procedure. The d-electron energy isspeci�c for each spin state since it is obtained by diagonalization of thend-electron e�ective Hamiltonian of eq. (6) in each point along the pathin the coordinate space. Thus energy pro�les such as Fig. 2 may now becalculated [29] rather than drawn by hand [4, 31].We can now return to the discussion of the Mb ground states. Witheqs. (13), (14) the PES of Mb can be obtained with an appropriate MMpotential. In the vicinity of the boundaries (solid lines in Fig.1) the energydi�erences between the states are comparable to the spin-orbit interaction.



12Thus along these boundaries the ground states contain signi�cant contri-butions from all states with total spins of 0, 1, and 2. The energy pro�lealong the internal coordinate of a simultaneous shift of the iron atom andthe imidazole ligand (with a constant rFe�N� = 2.0 �A) is therefore likelyto be adiabatic rather than nonadiabatic. That means that for the corre-sponding vibration anharmonic corrections may be signi�cant. These mustbe taken into account, for example, in the analysis of protein dynamics bya combination of normal-mode and M�ossbauer techniques [32].5. General Discussion and ConclusionsIn the present paper we have demonstrated how the ECF methodology canbe applied to the calculation of the d-level splitting, d-d excitation spectra,and PES of TMCs. The ECF method allows the performance of systematiccalculations of the crystal �eld for various ligand environments. The resultsof these calculations are in fair agreement with experimental data. The basisfor this success is a physically justi�able form of the trial wave function ofTMCs (eq.(3)).We will now consider di�erences between the ECF methodology andother approaches that have been used together with MM of TMA. The an-gular overlap model (AOM) [33, 34] has to be mentioned here. The e�ectiveHamiltonian for the d-shell (eq. (6)) has the form of the standard crystal�eld Hamiltonian. The covalence term of eq. (10) dominates the d-levelsplitting appears analogous and its form is similar to the AOM parameterse� and e�. However, the di�erences between the two approaches are veryimportant. The AOM is obtained by applying second order perturbationtheory (PT) in Hr (eq. (1)) to obtain one-electron d-states of the TMC.This involves the matrix equation for the one-electron MO's of the wholecomplex and treats the part of the secular equation which corresponds to d-l mixing. Therefore the estimates for the complex MO's and for the orbitalenergies are of somewhat lower quality. This also applies to the formalismbased on Green's function, reviewed in [35]. Thus the AOM approach isbased on the SCF approximation but the MO's are replaced by estimatesbased on PT. The consequences of the SCF approximation with respect tothe numerical procedures (see Sect. 2) are not known since correspondingcalculations of the ligand �eld have not been reported [33, 35].The ECF method applies second order PT in Hr to the many-electronstates of the form of eq. (3). This formal di�erence leads to apparent dif-ferences in the �nal formulae for the crystal �eld matrices and to di�erentnumerical results. In the AOM, there is no di�erence between the inuenceof the occupied and empty l-MO's on the position of the d-levels and it doesnot distinguish between electron transfer from and to the d-shell. These dif-



13ferences are rather important. The ECF approach considers the energeticsof the localized and strongly interacting electrons in the d-shell explicitly.This allows the calculation of the crystal �eld as a function of the ligand en-vironment, both in terms of the ligand geometry and the chemical nature.In the AOM the crystal �eld parameters e� and e� are �tted to experi-mental spectra. They are speci�c for each ligand and not transferable, evenfor constant donor atoms. In the ECF approach the electronic structureof the ligands is taken into account explicitly. Only the magnitude of theresonance (eq. (12)) between orbitals of a given donor atom and d-orbitalsof a given transition metal is parameterized. The same value is used for allthe ligands containing a given donor atom, since the details of the ligandelectronic structure are taken into account by the SCF calculation of theligands.A Cellular Ligand Field Stabilization Energy (CLFSE) term has beenadded to the MM energy of TMCs [36]. This term is by de�nition the sum ofone-electron energies of the d-levels, obtained by diagonalization of the 5�5crystal �eld matrix taken as a sum of cellular contributions from di�erentligands [33, 34]. The electronic states of the d-shell are then simulated byascribing di�erent occupation numbers to the one-electron d-levels obtainedby the crystal �eld matrix diagonalization. This is an approximate proce-dure in contrast to the ECF approach, where the d-electron energy is ob-tained by exact diagonalization of the e�ective Hamiltonian Heffd of eq. (6)in the many-electron basis. However, to the extent to which the electronicstructure of TMCs can be described by a single determinant with somede�nite d-level �lling the CLSFE/MM method [36] is capable to reproducecharacteristic features of the PES of TMCs. For example, the structures ofCu(II) complexes which are dominated by the Jahn-Teller distorsion canbe described within the CLFSE/MM approach, due to the fact that thed9 complexes of Cu(II) can be exactly described on the single determinantlevel. Nevertheless, some problems may arise with complexes where elec-tron correlations are more important. This is the case with complexes likecis-[Fe(bipy)2(NCS)2], where spin transitions are possible. In this exampleit has been shown that the electronic wave function of the low spin form issu�ciently multicon�gurational [37]. It is known that con�guration mixingis an important contribution to the stabilization of the low spin con�gura-tion of the d-shell. The spin isomerism itself is a consequence of a balancebetween the crystal �eld strength, electron correlation and the exchangeenergy. The high spin states can be represented by a single determinantand thus, they are not stabilized by con�guration mixing. The crystal �eldand the CI push into the same direction { they both stabilize the low spinstates. For this reason, in any single determinant based approach the crys-tal �eld required to achieve the low spin state (when going from the high
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